Dear Acting Chief Hageman:

We, the undersigned Members of Congress, submit this comment in opposition to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) proposed rule, “Establishing a Fixed Time Period of Admission and an Extension of Stay Procedure for Nonimmigrant Academic Students, Exchange Visitors, and Representatives of Foreign Information Media,” published in the Federal Register on September 25, 2020.¹ Although we share with the Administration a mutual objective of protecting against abuses in our temporary visa programs, we are deeply troubled by the changes proposed in this rulemaking, which will introduce needless administrative paperwork into an already overburdened system without meaningfully improving program integrity.

Since the mid-1980s, the United States has recognized the unique needs of the academic, research, and media industries by adopting a reasonable and workable policy regarding the temporary admission of foreign students (F), exchange visitors (J), and media representatives (I). This policy—known as “duration of status”—allows such individuals to be admitted to the United States for the period of time that they comply with the terms and conditions of their temporary visas, rather than a fixed time period. Over the years, this policy has proven essential to U.S. institutions of higher education, exchange visitor organizations, and other entities that sponsor nonimmigrants, where flexibility is key to the success of these programs and their participants.

Now, nearly 40 years later, DHS proposes to impose a fixed period of admission for F, J, and I nonimmigrants, setting a four year limitation for F and J nonimmigrants and a blanket limit of two years for some based on arbitrary criteria, including national origin. As explained in more detail herein, DHS has failed to provide adequate justification for these changes, which will not only fail to solve the problems they purport to address, but will also impose significant burdens on U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), an agency already overtaxed with record

high case backlogs and the ongoing threat of financial insolvency.\textsuperscript{2} We urge DHS to abandon this rulemaking and maintain the duration of status model for F, J, and I nonimmigrants.

I. DHS Fails to Draw a Rational Connection Between the Proposed Rule and its Stated Goal

When engaging in rulemaking, DHS must “examine the relevant data and articulate a satisfactory explanation for [the] action including a ‘rational connection between the facts found and the choice made.’”\textsuperscript{3} DHS states that the transition from duration of status to a fixed period of admission is necessary to deter fraud and abuse of the nonimmigrant visa system.\textsuperscript{4} While we support DHS’s goal of reducing fraud in the immigration system, the proposed rule does not draw a rational connection between the identified problem and the changes proposed.

In its assessment of “Risks to the F Classification,” DHS outlines instances of sweeping fraud perpetrated by for-profit school owners who were criminally prosecuted for collecting tuition from students under false pretenses and falsely reporting that students were maintaining F-1 status.\textsuperscript{5} To be clear, school owners and others who prey upon non-citizens and perpetrate fraud have no place in our immigration system. The educational community necessarily plays an important role in the administration of the student visa program and must be scrutinized closely and if necessary, subjected to enforcement.

To that end, recommendations for reducing fraud in the student visa program from interested government agencies have appropriately centered on increasing monitoring and reporting requirements for schools and academic institutions.\textsuperscript{6} In 2012, DHS implemented five measures recommended by the Government Accountability Office (GAO), such as monitoring state licensing and accreditation status for institutions of higher education, and developing criteria to refer criminal cases to law enforcement agencies.\textsuperscript{7} In 2019, DHS began implementation of a number of additional GAO-recommended measures to manage fraud risks related to school recertification and program oversight.\textsuperscript{8}

In the proposed rule, however, DHS fails to identify widespread problems that can be solved by eliminating the duration of status policy, pointing primarily to evidence of some students who have remained in the United States for extended periods of time in F-1 status by enrolling in consecutive educational programs, transferring to new schools, or repeatedly requesting program extensions.\textsuperscript{9} However, DHS admits that these instances of extended stay do “not always result in technical violations of the law” and fails to provide a reasoned explanation.


\textsuperscript{4} 85 Fed. Reg. at 60528.
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as to why changing programs and pursuing consecutive degrees is impermissible or undesirable.10

DHS further states that the changes in the proposed rule “would ensure that the Department has an effective mechanism to periodically and directly assess whether these nonimmigrants are complying with the conditions of their classifications and U.S. immigration laws, and to obtain timely and accurate information about the activities they have engaged in and plan to engage in during their temporary stay in the United States.”11 Yet, with respect to F and J nonimmigrants, DHS currently has this capability—the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS), administered by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). Through SEVIS, Designated School Officials are obligated by law to routinely and timely report to ICE on the activities and status of students including address changes, academic progress and program completion, disciplinary action, failure to maintain a full course of study, and employment status for students engaged in practical training.

If such records are not timely updated, SEVIS flags such records with automatic updates and in certain circumstances, automatically terminates the student’s record.12 SEVIS provides DHS with more than adequate information to take action against students who are believed to have violated their status, as was demonstrated just days ago when ICE arrested 15 students who allegedly claimed to be working on OPT for companies that do not exist, and sent termination notices to approximately 3,300 students who were in active OPT status but had not reported employer information in SEVIS.13 As such, it is unclear how these sweeping changes, which will impose significant additional paperwork burdens and costs on individual students and USCIS, will lead to the identification of program abuses that cannot be currently identified by ICE through SEVIS.

II. DHS Fails to Adequately Consider the Economic and Operational Impact of the Proposed Changes on USCIS

DHS recognizes that the proposed rule would place a significant burden on USCIS operations and costs, but fails to provide an adequate analysis of either.14 USCIS currently has a backlog of 2.5 million cases15—the largest net backlog since 2003, when adjudication processing
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10 Id. As part of its flawed analysis, DHS claims that frequent changes within an educational level or changes to a lower level are “not consistent with attainment of a ‘specific educational or professional objective,’” as required by the definition of “full-course of study.” However, the regulation simply states that such objective be attained upon “successful completion” of the full course of study and in no way limits a student’s ability to explore other career paths or change objectives.
14 85 Fed. Reg. at 60568, Table 6.
times increased significantly in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.\textsuperscript{16} Between fiscal years 2014 and 2019, USCIS’s average processing times have increased by 101%.\textsuperscript{17} International students, universities, and businesses consistently struggle to manage the effects of lengthy processing times, particularly when it comes to applications for employment authorization for students to engage in practical training, which currently range between 105 to 165 days.\textsuperscript{18} Because international students can only file an application 90 days before they complete their academic program,\textsuperscript{19} processing delays have resulted in significant financial hardships and the loss of valuable job opportunities for such students.\textsuperscript{20}

The agency estimates that the rule would result in the filing of 203,103 extension applications for F, J, and I nonimmigrants in fiscal years 2020 and 2021, with such applications increasing in fiscal years 2022 and 2023 and peaking at 364,060 applications in 2024.\textsuperscript{21} The proposed rule also states that in-person interviews may be required in connection with extension applications.\textsuperscript{22} As history has indicated, additional interview and vetting requirements will undoubtedly lead to further delays.\textsuperscript{23} Given this history and the agency’s current financial difficulties, DHS cannot afford to let USCIS fly blindly into this costly experiment. DHS must step back and provide a complete analysis of the financial and operational impact—and how such impacts will be mitigated—before proceeding. If USCIS is not fully prepared to handle the massive influx of extension requests that will result from this proposed rule, tens of thousands of students will fall out of legal status.

Further, it should not be forgotten that prior to the creation of DHS, the agency’s predecessor, the Legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), transitioned to a fixed period of admission for F nonimmigrant students on two occasions—in 1973\textsuperscript{24} and 1981.\textsuperscript{25} In both instances, Legacy INS reversed course, primarily citing the administrative burdens associated with processing requests for student extensions of status.\textsuperscript{26}

Until 1973, F-1 students, along with their spouses and minor children, were admitted to the United States for the duration of the student’s academic program.\textsuperscript{27} In 1973, a rule was promulgated limiting the period of admission for students to one year.\textsuperscript{28} By 1978, Legacy INS proposed changing the admission period back to duration of status to “eliminate the need for the
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Service to adjudicate the large number of applications” required under the 1973 regulations and “permit more efficient use of Service manpower and resources.” In 1981, Legacy INS again imposed a fixed period of admission for students, with extension applications accepted and reviewed on a case-by-case basis. However, the change once again proved to be too burdensome for the agency, and in two years, with other program fixes to address the issues that precipitated the change, duration of status for students was reinstated.

These past aborted attempts to eliminate duration of status make it clear that DHS’s current proposal would place overwhelming administrative burdens on USCIS that would exacerbate existing backlogs and further increase already record-high processing times. Notably, these burdens were deemed excessive in 1978, when there were roughly 280,000 nonimmigrant students in the United States. Today, more than 1 million foreign students pursue educational degrees in this country, making up over 5.5% of total enrollment in U.S. colleges and universities. If the administrative burdens were deemed excessive in 1978, there can be little doubt that they will be exponentially higher today. Without concrete proof that these changes will lead to significant improvements in program integrity, they cannot be justified.

III. The Limitations on Periods of Admission are Arbitrary and Based on Flawed Analyses and Assumptions

A. The Proposed Four-Year Limitation for Students and Exchange Visitors is Arbitrary and Based on Outdated Assumptions

DHS proposes to arbitrarily impose a four-year period of admission for most students with the justification that “the fixed date of admission best aligns with the normal progress these nonimmigrants should be making.” This justification, however, relies on the outdated assumption that four-year (or two year) programs are “the general structure of post-secondary education in the United States.” The vast majority of full-time college students in the United States do not graduate within the two-year or four-year timeframe for their respective associate’s or bachelor’s degree.

As of 2017, only 5% of full-time students at public two-year institutions graduated on time, while only 20% of full-time students at non-flagship public four-year institutions and 38% of full-time students at flagship institutions graduated on time. Students in Ph.D. and medical programs will be especially disadvantaged, as the median amount of time to complete a doctorate degree in 2017 was 5.8 years; 7.1 years for those in humanities and arts programs. Between classes, residencies, fellowships, and training, medical school students are often enrolled for 10 years.

33 85 Fed. Reg. at 60538.
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years or longer. As with the rest of DHS’s proposal, this one-size-fits-all approach does not match with the reality of post-secondary education today.

B. The Two-Year Limitation for Students from Countries with High Overstay Rates is Based on a Flawed Analysis

DHS proposes to limit the period of admission for certain F-1 students and J-1 exchange visitors to two years, including those who “are citizens of countries with a student and exchange visitor total overstay rate greater than 10 percent according to the most recent DHS Entry/Exit Overstay report.” However, this disproportionately impacts smaller countries and yields absurd results. For example, in 2019, of the six students and exchange visitors from Tuvalu who were expected to depart the United States, all such individuals departed, with only one departing late. As a result, the overstay rate for Tuvalu for 2019 is 17%. The two-year rule also disproportionately impacts countries in Africa—many of which send only a fraction of America’s foreign students. Under the proposed rule, students and exchange visitors from 36 African countries will be limited to a two-year period of admission. Anything short of an individualized assessment of the overstay rate of each country, taking into account factors such as the total number of students and exchange visitors and in-country versus out-of-country overstays is unacceptable.

C. The Two-Year Limitation on Citizens and Individuals Born in Certain Countries is Overbroad and Based on Discriminatory Assumptions

We are also troubled by DHS’s proposal to limit some nonimmigrants to a two-year period of admission based on national origin. Specifically, DHS proposes to limit those students and exchange visitors who “were born in or are citizens of countries on the State Sponsor of Terrorism List,”—North Korea, Syria, Iran, and Sudan—to a two-year period of admission to allow the agency to “apply additional scrutiny” to those who may “pose risks to the national security of the United States.” As proposed, this additional scrutiny would apply equally to a citizen of Iran or North Korea studying in a field of concern as it would to a naturalized Canadian citizen who left Iran as a child or a Syrian refugee who is now an Australian citizen.

Rather than working with national security agencies and universities on a solution to reduce security concerns in the student visa program—as recommended by experts in the field—DHS proposes to single out all nonimmigrant students originating from certain countries for shorter periods of admission and additional scrutiny. This approach is overbroad, unfairly
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stigmatizes individuals based solely on their country of birth, and raises constitutional issues. While the importance of national security cannot be overstated, DHS should place greater scrutiny on individual students who present an articulable fraud or national security risk instead of adopting this blanket approach.

IV. DHS Downplays the Potential Economic Impact of the Rule on Institutions of Higher Education

DHS also fails to adequately consider the economic impact on institutions of higher education. In its cost-benefit analysis, DHS concedes that “the proposed rule may adversely affect U.S. competitiveness in the international market for nonimmigrant student enrollment and exchange visitor participation.” DHS notes that in the 2018 academic year, international students had an economic impact of $44.7 billion from tuition, fees, and other spending during their time in the United States as students. Further, during the 2018 academic year alone, such students supported 458,290 U.S. jobs.

In considering the proposed economic impact of this rule, however, DHS dismisses concerns with reduced enrollment by citing a 2010 study as evidence that other factors such as post-graduation employment, financial aid, and school reputation outweigh issues such as immigration policy. Studies such as this, however, were conducted with the implicit assumption that the system for nonimmigrant students that has existed for the past three-and-a-half decades—a fundamental piece of which is duration of status—would not change.

Current studies demonstrate that recent policies that have made the visa and immigration processes more difficult have in fact impacted foreign student enrollment. Between 2015 and 2019 international student enrollment in the United States decreased by more than ten percent, while such enrollment in Australia and Canada skyrocketed. In 2018, 83% of schools with declining enrollment of F-1 nonimmigrant students cited the visa application process or visa delays as a basis for decreasing international enrollment, a considerable increase from only 34% of such schools in 2016.
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By failing to consider the significant impact that the proposed rule is likely to have on international student enrollment, DHS fails to assess the broader economic impact of the proposed rule on universities, students, and the U.S. economy. Before DHS can implement such sweeping changes to the student visa system, it must provide the public with a complete and accurate assessment of the rule’s projected economic impact.

V. Conclusion

DHS’s proposal to impose a fixed period of admission on students, exchange visitors, and members of the media is the latest in a series of unwarranted policy changes that undermine our country’s role as a leader in international education, and harm U.S. universities, businesses, and students that depend on foreign student enrollment to subsidize high tuition costs. Although DHS states that proposed rule is necessary to deter fraud and abuse of the nonimmigrant visa system, DHS has failed to draw a rational connection between the identified problem and the changes proposed.

Moreover, fixed time limits on student visas have twice been implemented and reversed, primarily due to the onslaught of additional paperwork and processing obligations that resulted, without any meaningful program improvements. USCIS is already struggling to effectively manage its current workload and backlog of 2.5 million cases. This rule change, which would exponentially increase filing volume at USCIS and have a significant economic impact on our educational institutions and other U.S. entities, would create a system that is simply untenable. For the reasons discussed herein, we urge DHS to abandon this rulemaking and maintain the duration of status model for F, J, and I nonimmigrant visas.
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